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[57] ABSTRACT 
A device for improving golf putting and chip-shots. 
The device includes a guide rail supported by a support 
frame and allowing a shaft guide to travel therealong. 
The shaft of a putter club is clamped to the shaft guide 
so as to restrain the shaft from rotation about its longitu 
dinal axis and to prevent axial movement of the shaft 
relative to the guide. However the shaft is free to pivot 
within the plane of the putting stroke, that is parallel to 
the guide rail, and to rotate in a plane transverse of the 
guide rail. The guide rail is selectively formable into an 
arcuate shape of desired radius so that the head of the 
golf club will subscribe a correct path when the shaft 
guide travels along the guide rail. The frame is attached 
to the base plate so as to allow relative adjustment in the 
fore aft direction allowing different angles to the verti 
cal of the plane of the stroke and the different length 
clubs while retaining the same club head and ball posi 
tion relative to the plate. ‘The plate includes an align 
ment line with which a practice ball is aligned in use, 
and an indicator which is vertically aligned with the 
alignment line so that the golfer is vertically above the 
ball when the indicator and line coincide. 

12 Claims, 9 Drawing Figures 
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GOLF PU'I'I'ING TRAINER 

The present invention relates to a training device for 
assisting in the development of a correct putting stroke 5 
for the game of golf. The device can also be used to 
assist in the development of a correct chip-shot stroke 
where a golf ball is struck by any golf club, other than 
a putter, but a full swing is not used. For purposes of 
brevity the following description will be with reference 
only to putting strokes however those familiar with the 
game of golf will appreciate the applicability to chip 
shots without any further comment. 

Prior art golf training devices have been proposed 
where a golf club is constrained in a manner so as to 
follow a ?xed path in which the golf club may be swung 
in a full are by the training golfer. However it is recog 
nised that the skills required during putting strokes are 
quite different to those of swinging the golf club for a 
full swing shot. The prior art training devices devel 
oped for full swing shots are therefore not useful in 
developing the skills required for putting shots. 

It is therefore an object of the present invention to 
provide a golf putting trainer which will ameliorate the 
disadvantages of prior art by providing a device useful 
in developing the putting stroke. 

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION 

Accordingly, in one broad form, the present inven 
tion may be said to consist in a golf putting trainer 
comprising a support structure, a guide track secured 
by the support structure, a guide track follower adapted 
to be moved along the guide track following closely the 
line de?ned thereby, and a golf club clamp device at 
tached to the guide track follower, wherein a club at 
tached to the club clamp is prevented from pivoting 
about the longitudinal axis of the club shaft, prevented 
from linear movement through the club clamp, and free 
to pivot about the axis proximate the golf track follower 
in planes containing said guide track and perpendicular 40 
thereto. 

It is preferred that the guide track is a cylindrical 
sectioned, semi-rigid rod which is deformable so that it 
can be set in desired arcuate formations of selected radii. 

Preferably the device includes a support plate with 45 
indicator marks showing correct ball position, and hav 
ing the support structure attached thereto. 

Preferably the training device further includes a vi 
sual guide including a line marked on the base plate and 
a viewing mark adjustable to be vertically above the 
line so that by viewing the line superimposed with the 
viewing mark the golfer’s head is positioned vertically 
above the line of travel of the ball. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

By way of example only, a preferred embodiment 
will now be described with reference to the following 
drawings in which: 
FIG. 1 is a plan view of a preferred embodiment of 

the invention; ' 
FIG. 2a is an elevation of a portion of the invention 

including an end support structure; 
FIG. 2b is an end elevation of the portion shown in 

FIG. 20; 
FIG. 3a is an elevation view of a portion of the device 

being a guide track follower; and FIG. 3b is a plan view 
of the guide track follower of FIG. 312; 
FIG. 4a is an end elevation of the device in use; 
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2 
FIG. 4b is a front elevation of the device in use; 
FIG. 5a is a plan view of the base plate of the device; 

and FIG. 5b is an inverted plan view of the base plate 
shown in FIG. 5a. ‘ 

BEST MODE OF CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 

The preferred embodiment of the invention described 
herein is shown in FIG. 1 and includes a guide rail 2, 
preferably of steel rod secured at its ends to a rigid 
frame 5. Frame 5 is attached to a base plate 6 which is 
adapted to be placed on ?at ground in use. Base plate 6 
preferably includes structure to prevent slipping of the 
base plate during use. This structure is not shown but 
might include spikes integral with the base plate 6 or 
small holes therethrough which nail-spikes can be in 
serted and driven into the ground. 
A golf club is attached by its shaft 3 to shaft guide 1 

which is mounted on the guide rail 2. The shaft guide 1, 
described in detail later herein, slides along guide rail 2 
with club shaft 3 constrained to move therewith. Shaft 
guide 1 is' rotatable relative to guide rail 2 so that shaft 
3 can revolve the plane transverse of guide rail 2. Fur 
ther, also explained in detail further herein, the club 
shaft 3 can be pivoted relative to shaft guide 1 in a plane 
parallel to guide rail 2. However club shaft 3 cannot be 
moved in the direction of the longitudinal axis of the 
shaft 3 relative to shaft guide 1 nor can it be rotated 
about that axis. 

In use the golfer stands approximately at the rear 
edge of base plate 6 and holds the handle of the golf 
club, the shaft 3 of which is engaged with shaft guide 1. 
Depending upon the club selected and the physical size 
of the golfer the positioning of rigid frame 5 relative to 
base plate 6 is adjusted so that the head 4 of the golf club 
aligns with the guide line 36 of the base plate 6. Further, 
guide rail 2 is adjusted so as to be of an arcuate shape of 
selected radius so that the swing of the putter subscribes 
to the desired path. 
As seen in FIGS. 2A and 2B guide rail 2 passes 

through clearance holes 6 in rigid frame 5. Each end of 
the guide rail 2 is connected to a link 9 which is kept in 
position by means of a circlip 10 connected to the guide 
rail 2 on each side of link 9. The link 9 has a circular 
loop which captures guide rail 2 therein with suf?cient 
clearance to allow free movement of the guide rail 2 
when being adjusted for the radius of arc. The adjust 
ment of radius of arc is obtained by adjusting the tension 
applied by wing nut 11 to link 9 which in turn levers. the 
end of guide rail 2 within aperture 6, at both ends of 
guide rail 2, so as to produce a bow in guide rail 2 be 
tween the two supports of rigid frame 5. The wing nuts 
11 act against a quadrant shaped component 14 which 
forms part of a rigid frame 5 being attached thereto by 
welding. Link 9 passes through a slot in the quadrant 14 
so that the link 9 and wing nut 11 may be moved to a 
desired position around the quadrant so that the bow 
obtained in guide rail 2 may be produced in a plane 
which is at any angle from the vertical to the horizontal. 
Graduations 15 are marked upon the quadrant 14 adja 
cent to the slot so as to allow adjustment of the inclina 
tion of the plane of the guide rail 2 and 'to easily ensure 
that the angle to the vertical of the force applied by link ' 
9 is the same at both ends of guide rail 2. 
FIGS. 3A and 3B show in detail the shaft guide 1, 

which is mounted to guide rail 2. The purposes of the 
shaft guide 1 are to constrain the movement of the put 
ter shaft 3 with correct putting stroke path as prese 
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lected by the user, to prevent rotation of the putter shaft 
3 about its own axis, to prevent axial movement of the 
putter shaft 3, to allow drifting movement of the putter 
shaft 3 within the plane of the putting stroke, to allow 
rotation of the putter shaft 3 about the axis of the guide 
rails at any point thereon. 
The shaft guide 1 includes two plates 20 which may 

be of plastics or metal material, between which are 
mounted three rollers 17, preferably of nylon or similar 
material. The two lower rollers 17 are mounted on axles 
19 between washers 18. Two circlips 21 on each axle 19 
retain the plates 20, washers 18 and bottom rollers 17. 
The top roller 17 is mounted between two washers 18 
on an axle 22 with eccentric threaded ends 23. Two nuts 
24 retain the plates 20, the washers 18 and top roller 17. 
By moving the axle 22 in slot 25 the putter shaft 3 can 
be removed. When a different radius of curvature is 
applied to rail 2 a different setting of the eccentric ends 
23 of axle 22 will be required in order to maintain the 
close tracking of shaft guide 1 along guide rail 2. 
The putter shaft 3 is clamped between members 26 

and 27 by tightening wing nut 30 which is threadedly 
attached to stud 31. Stud 31 is screwed to the compo 
nent 27 and passes freely through hole 33 in component 
26. The components 26 and 27 may be produced from 
plastics or metal material. Component 27 rotates about 
an axle 28 which extends through plates 20. A cylindri 
cal space 32 is mounted on the axle 28 between the 
plates 20 with the axle 28 being retained axially by cir 
clips 29, one at each of its ends. 

In FIGS. 5A and 513 there is shown a base plate 6 
which includes slots 34 therethrough and markings 35, 
39, 37 and 36 on both sides of the plate 6. By this ar 
rangement base plate 6 may be turned over so as to 
facilitate use by both left and right handed golfers. 
Line 36 is marked on the base plate and can be used 

by the golfer to line up the direction of the centre of the 
golf ball 7 when the ball 7 is struck by the putter head 
4. Graduations 37 marked right angles to the line 36 aid 
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the user in measuring the length of the back stroke of 40 
the putter head 4, which is an indication of the distance 
the ball will travel after being hit. 
Running perpendicular to line 36 is a marking line 39 

which allows the golfer to accurately position the put= 
ter head 4 at the correct point of impact with the ball 7. 
From FIGS. 2A and 2B and 5A and 5B it can be seen 

that rigid frame 5 is attached to support plate 6 by wing 
nuts 13 and screws 12. The screws 12 pass through the 
slots 34 of base plate 6 allowing rigid frame 5 to he slid 
backward and forward relative to base plate 6 so as to 
allow the accurate placement of the head 4 of the club, 
no matter what the length of the club or angle of the 
inclination might be. Base plate 6 includes adjustment 
scale 35 to ensure that the rigid frame 5 is correctly 
aligned with the base plate 6. 
FIGS. 2A and 2B also show an indicator 8. The indi 

cator 8 can be mounted on each side of frame 5 depend 
ing on whether the user is left-handed or right-handed. 
The indicator 8 is rod-like with an eyelet 38 in the front 
end thereof. The indicator 8 can be adjusted at clamp 42 
and may be fixed in position by tightening wing nut 41 
which is on screw 40. The indicator 8 is adjusted by the 
user so that the centre of the eyelet 38 is perpendicular 
above line 36 of the base plate. When the user is practis 
ing putting, as ‘seen in FIGS. 4A and 4B he sights line 36 
through the eyelet 38 thus ensuring that his eyes are 
vertically above the line of the putting stroke when 
applied to the centre line of the golf ball 7. When a 
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4 
different length club, or different inclination is to be 
used and rigid frame 5 has to be relocated on base plate 
6 the guide arm 8 also requires relocation. 
We claim: “ 

1. A golf putting trainer device comprising: a support 
structure with oppositely disposed upright members; an 
arcuate guide track supported at approximate ends 
thereof by respective said upright members; a guide 
track follower attached to said guide track for transla 
tion therealong and rotation about the longitudinal axis 
thereof; adjustable de?ection means at each end of said 
guide track, each de?ection means including an adjust 
able forcing device proximate a respective said upright 
member and applying a force transversely on said guide 
track so as to form with the upright member a couple 
acting on the respective end of the guide track thereby 
bending said guide track into an arcuate shape of adjust 
able curvature; and a club clamp secured to said guide 
track follower for rotation about an axis perpendicular 
to the longitudinal axis of said guide track, wherein a 
golf club attached to said club clamp is free to revolve 
about said axis proximate to said guide track follower 
for movement in planes parallel with said guide track 
and transverse thereto. 

2. The device of claim 1 further comprising a base 
plate adjustably fixed to said support structure for selec 
tive orientation therewith. 

3. The device as defined in claim 1 wherein said de 
?ection means include, at each end of said guide track, 
an aperture in said support structure with said guide 
track passing therethrough, and a threadedly tensioned 
member spaced from said support structure for apply 
ing transverse de?ective tension to said guide track. 

4. A device as de?ned in claim 1 wherein said guide 
track follower includes two parallel spaced apart plates 
with three roller devices therebetween, said roller de 
vices spaced two on one side of said guide track and one 
on the other side of said guide track, at least one roller 
devicebeing axially moveable toward and away from 
said guide track so as to adjust free-play between said 
rollers and said guide track. 

5. A device as de?ned in claim 1 including an eye 
guide comprising a ?xed datum line aligned with the 
position for placing the golfball, and a vertically dis 
tance datum point adapted to be placed vertically above 
theeline so that when said datum point and said datum 
line are visually aligned the user’s eye is vertically 
above the line of the ball. 

6. A device as defined in claim 1 wherein an angle of 
inclination of a plane de?ned by movement of said arcu 
ate guide track is adjustable. 

7. A device as de?ned in claim 6 wherein the angle of 
inclination is adjusted by adjusting the angle at which 
force is applied by said deflection means to said guide 
track. 

8. A golf putting trainer device comprising a support 
structure affixed to a base plate, said support structure 
having oppositely disposed upright members, each of 
said upright members being provided with aligned aper 
tures, a rod element positioned in each of said apertures 
in said upright members, adjustable means positioned 
proximate to each of said upright members arranged to 
apply a transverse torque to said rod element, golf club 
shaft engaging means arranged to slide along said rod 
element and said golf club shaft engaging means further 
includes means to lock said golf club shaft against slip 
page in a longitudinal direction. 
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9. A golf putting trainer device as claimed in claim 8, 
in which said golf club shaft can be pivoted relative to 
said shaft engaging means in a plane parallel to said rod 
element. 

10. A golf putting trainer device as claimed in claim 8, 
in which each of said upright members is arranged to be 
adjusted to and fro relative to said base plate. 

11. A golf putting trainer device as claimed in claim 8, 
in which said base plate further includes an alignment 
means bearing indicia, an elevated indicator means ad 
justably supportable proximate to either of said upright 
members, means for locating said alignment means at 
either end of said base plate for use by either a left 
handed or a right handed golfer, said elevated indicator 
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6 
means permitting a golfer to sight downwardly on said 
alignment means whereby a golfer may be maintained 
vertically above a golf ball in a proper putting relation 
ship therewith. 

12. A golf putting trainer device as claimed in claim 8, 
in which said golf club shaft engaging means further 
includes two parallel spacedly arranged plates having 
three roller devices positioned therebetween a pair of 
said roller devices arranged to engage a portion of said 
rod element and another of said roller devices arranged 
to engage an opposed portion of said rod element, at 
least one of said roller devices being adjustable relative 
to said parallel spacedly arranged plates. 


